Eta Lambda Chapter
Phi Beta Delta Inductees 2018

Faculty

Gloria Archimandritis
School of Health Sciences, Nursing

Camille Gallo
School of Business, Management

Rachel Grant
School of Education, Curriculum and Instruction

Judith Kerekes
School of Education, Curriculum and Development

Lara Saguisag
English

Staff

Jasmine Cardona
Office of Economic Development, Continuing Studies, and Government Relations

Students

Nicole Agu
Accounting and International Business

Keerti Arora
English

Christina Bauman
Accounting

Paula Bongiovanni
Psychology and Italian Studies

Genevieve Buccigrossi
Accounting

Lalita Chindarad
International Business

Rebecca Del Vecchio
Political Science/International Studies

Douglas Encarnacion
Business Management/Business Finance

Anna Hursky
Sociology and Anthropology

David Ibeneme
Chemistry

Evelyn Martinez
International Business

Cheikh Ndiaye
Political Science and Philosophy

Jessica Salerno
Nursing

Ayaka Sato
Sociology

Egor Semeniak
Computer Science

Bernard Spencer
Computer Science-Networking

Richard Valiente
Business Management/Political Science

Xian Zhang
Business Management: Big-Scale Data Analysis Track

Alumni

Andrea Matteo
SLS/Childhood Education (1-6)/TESOL

Christina Perez
Sociology and Anthropology